
 

 
Drive Mobile was hardly the most exciting 
game idea but a driving game which followed 
(many years later) in 1959 seems to be so im-
possibly boring that you’re going to have to 
rub your eyes and re-read this paragraph to en-
sure you’re not just making this up yourself.  
Imagine a game so dull it would attempt to 
short-circuit itself from gross self loathing.  Ut-
terly boring – Yes, but mentioned here because 
of it’s innovation.  The Capitol Projector Cor-
poration game Auto Test was, as it’s name 
suggests, a machine developed to aid driver 
safety and training.  The innovation is in the 
delivery – they actually used a projected film to 
depict the driving and the trainee would turn 
the wheel and pedals in the right places to 
score points.  Now remember television was 
only just becoming available to the working 
masses so any moving pictures impressed.  Just 
as Laser games impressed on-lookers in later 
years, the realism compared to rolling drums 
must have seemed dazzling. Until you popped 
a coin and played.  Then presumably the dull-
ness became apparent. As it was also designed 
and sold for driver training, it included an au-
dio lesson about driving safely and it punished 
players for going too fast or violating the high-
way code.    Having no interactive control with 
the film being played must have been a bigger 
anticlimax than even the 1980’s laser disc 
games.  So it was innovative but not interest-
ing.   
 
In the sixties, the world was moving on at quite 
a pace.  Spacewar! was released for the PDP.  
Synthetic clothing was all the rage. And without 
doubt, the first commercially available micro-
chip was really taking the world to new places 
in 1961.  In 1962 Williams released Road 
Race -a game very similar to Drive Mobile of 21 
years earlier—whereupon life in the arcades 
must have felt as stale as the air within them. 
Especially when out on those American roads 
were some incredibly desirable Muscle cars.   
Thankfully for those of the era, at the end of 
the rather busy sixties, racing games in the ar-
cades had picked up their game somewhat.  
Between 1969 and until their demise, some far 
more amazing EM games were to be found. 
Kicking off the innovation was a “Revolutionary 
New Realistic Windshield View Driving” in the 
Drive Master game from Chicago Coin.  Al-
though still using a revolving carousel of pro-
jected images for ‘track’ it did at least try to 
make the player more involved and by now had 
audio sounds on cassette tape.  
 
In 1971, Bally released a game which would 
prove to be very popular with players of the 
time (along with Chicago Coin games).   Road 
Runner was a game where your own car was a 
Holographic image and you would avoid other 
miniature cars on the mechanical strip as they 
moved toward you—very clever. 

ELECTRO MECHANICAL ARCADE MACHINES 

Top:  1959 Auto-Test.  Everybody Drives...with AUTO-TEST.  Popular with adults and terrific with teenag-
ers.  (ladies too).  Not a Kiddie Ride.  Not a Toy.  AN EXCITING, thrilling Driving Game...with motion pic-
tures to simulate true-to-life driving situations...a real challenge to “win” under traffic safety rules. 
 

Above:  Drive master including ‘inards’ where you can see the carousel background pictures which are then 
projected.  Below:  Road Runner, brightly coloured cars affixed to the belt which moves. 


